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Leicester Print Workshop’s

biennial exhibition of
contemporary printmaking
14 OCT – 12 DEC 2014

What is an original print?
An original print is an image conceived and created in a printmaking process rather
than the reproduction of an image made through other means. An original print may
be made in multiples to create an edition but that is not a necessary criteria.
Traditional printmaking processes include: stone lithography, screenprinting,
letterpress, etching, engraving, woodcut and linocut, monoprinting & collagraphs.

Located in the centre of the UK with a programme that stretches
across the Midlands, Leicester Print Workshop is a studio and
not for profit resource which supports artists and promotes
printmaking through education and exhibitions.

50 St Stephens Road   Highfields   Leicester LE2 1GG.
T 0116 255 3634  E info@leicesterprintworkshop.com   @LeicesterPrint

www.leicesterprintworkshop.com

P2P showcases the high quality and ambitious work being created by LPW artists.
Running from 14 October until 12 December, this year P2P 2014 takes over Leicester’s
Cultural Quarter with the exhibition being held in multiple venues: Phoenix Café Bar,
Curve Theatre’s exhibition areas and mezzanine and the LCB Depot’s café, Cube
Gallery and Print Room.

Opening times will vary, please check with individual venues.

VENUE 1 VENUE 2 VENUE 3

To purchase any of the work from this exhibition please contact us on
info@leicesterprintworkshop.com

Designed by fsg design. fsgdesign.co.uk
Printed on Sirio White/White 240gsm



Experimental, innovative and multidisciplinary
approaches to printmaking by thirty+
Leicester Print Workshop artists showing in
three venues in Leicester’s Cultural Quarter:
Curve, LCB Depot & Phoenix.

Katharine Brown & Gemma Wright (3)
Temporal Sequence #1 – #4 [ £ NFS].
These animations have been made as part of a
collaboration between visual artist Gemma Wright
and musician Katharine Brown. The works explore the
interplay and relation of rhythm, pattern and form in
both still and moving images as well as in sound.

Peter Clayton (1)
St. George’s, Leicester [ £ 350 ].
Sarah Kirby (1)
St. George’s, Leicester [ £ 350 ].
Peter Clayton & Sarah Kirby (1)
Earthly Prospects [ £ 60 ].
Artists Peter Clayton and Sarah Kirby have
collaborated on a project revolving around the church
of St. George in the heart of Leicester’s Cultural
Quarter. Site-specific work, a series of artist books
and collages based on text and imagery found in the
locality celebrate this imposing but often overlooked
building, its immediate environment and its history.

Kate Da’Casto (2)
sirenomelia I – III [ £ 115 , £102 , £102 ].
coincidentia oppositorium I – II [ £ 115 , £102 ].
autosarcophagy I [ £102 ].
In this work Kate wanted to create classic looking,
simple hybrids that seemed totally natural and
believable. By using Victorian etchings to collage
together these figures, she is borrowing their original
authority, whilst at the same time subverting them.

Beate Dehnen (1)
I Throw my Joy into the Sky [ £ 500 ].
A Glimpse of Heaven [ £ NFS ].
In the relief print I Throw My Joy into the Sky Beate has
been working in an experimental way playing with light,
visibility, transparency and translucency. A Glimpse of
Heaven, a short film by Beate showing young people
printmaking can be viewed on the LPW website.

Kathryn Desforges (2)
Untitled [ £ POA ].
This piece was produced during Kathryn’s LPW
Lithography internship, and stemmed from some
preliminary film footage taken of light dancing on
walls in an empty family home. Still images from the
footage were projected and traced onto litho stones,
merging the drawing and digital image into one.

Saria Digregorio (3)
Pixel to Points [ series of 5 prints £ 75].
Pixel to Points is a series of modular prints exploring
the gaps and overlaps between digital and analogue
typography through letterpress. This work has been
made as part of Saria’s LPW Letterpress
Apprenticeship.

Alison D’Oyley (1)
Lost [ £ NFS ].
This silkscreen and painted work was inspired by a
version of Bird Song staged at Curve, which brought
back memories of visiting Ypres and the Menin Gate in
2006. Ernest D’Oyley was 21 when he was reported
missing, presumed dead during the 2nd Battle of Ypres
in May 1915. This work is intended as a narrative piece,
depicting fleeting memories of Ernest and images
relating to the First World War.

Sumiko Eadon (1)
Tights No. 1 – 7 [ £ 125 ].
Lagging [ £ NFS].
Inspired by the history of Leicestershire’s hosiery
industry, Sumiko’s prints are made by inking tights
and putting them through the etching press. They are
then rearranged to make another print. This repetitive
action creates different abstract images, allowing the
chance to play with shades, transparency, forms,
temporality and the tactile materiality. Her short film
Lagging can also be viewed on the LPW website.

Emma Gardner (1)
1.1 [ £ 100 ]. 1.2 [ £ 100 ].
Intrigued by the environment, Emma’s practice
investigates changes in shape, forms and pattern.
Combining photography and drawing with printmaking,
these subtle collages have been created from recycled
imagery and developed into an original print using
photoplate lithography.

Bev Goodrich (2)
Tomatoes [ £ 175 ]. Plaice [ £ 175 ].
These silkscreen prints are based on traders from
Leicester’s outdoor and fish markets. The wholesale
market was originally located very close to Curve
before its relocation in 1971. The use of delicate, hand
cut paper stencils to make these prints limits the
edition size.

Katy Goodrich (1)
Family Tree [ £ NFS ]. Family Journal [ £ NFS ].
This work is inspired by Katy’s grandfather who collated
diaries, photographs, official documents and other
family scrapbooks. Combining with these with family
members’ memories she has put together this
silkscreen printed family tree and book.

Satta Hashem (2)
Travel to the Fourth Spatial Dimension
No. 1 – No. 3 [ £ 350 ].
Hyperspace Direction No 1– 6 [ £ 350 ].
In the last two years Satta has been experimenting
with silkscreen, producing a lot of small and medium
size prints on paper and now moving on to a larger
size. The subject of these large scale prints is based
on the interaction between colours and form.

Sally Hill (2)
Theatregoers [ £ 220 ]. A Screening [ £ 165].

Sat Kalsi & Dave Pegg (3)
Fantastic Printing Stamps [ £ NFS].
These friendly printing stamps feature designs
inspired by film version of Fantastic Mr. Fox directed
by Wes Anderson.

Karen MacInnes (1)
Kiosk [ £ 250 ]. Old House/New House [ £ 250 ].
Buffalo Houses [ £ 250 ].Hertha Strasse [ £NFS].
Notions of home and what it means to be away from
home are central themes within Karen’s work. Recently,
she has been developing a body of work that relates
to a period of time spent living in Germany, exploring
ideas about memory and how we archive our lives.

Matt Macken (1, 2)
Rest till Dawn [ £ 245]. Performer in Movement
1 – 2 [ £ NFS].
Matt makes his linocut prints at Leicester Print
Workshop using our Britannia Press – a heavy and
ornate press invented by Benjamin Porter in Leeds and
manufactured between 1837 to 1847. Rest till Dawn
celebrates this now rare machinery. Dancer in
Movement 1 and 2 captures the physical exhaustion
and emotion that dancers, performers and audiences
experience.

Claire Morris-Wright (1)
Hanky Maps – six cotton handkerchiefs
in box [ £ 500].
Using linocut and embroidery worked on to
hankies this body of work was inspired by maps,
journeys, walking, getting lost, handkerchiefs
and the history of the LCB Depot. For Claire, the
idea of keeping hankies safe in our pockets and
being reassured by their presence echoes our
dependency on maps when finding our way.

Kishaan Patel (2)
Wolsey [ £ 255].
Kish has drawn inspiration from Leicester’s architecture:
walls, patterns, sculpture, statues and the many marks
found while walking. He has learnt a new technique,
photoplate lithography and combined it with silkscreen
to create this print.

Zoe Potter (1)
Just One Day – La Course Paris [ £ 100 ].
Queen of the Mountain – The Women’s Tour
[ £ 100 ].
King of the Mountain – Le Tour de France
[ £ 100 ].
Riding High – Ride London [ £ 150 ].
Ride Like a Lady – History of Women’s
Cycling [ £ 80 ].
The motivation behind this collection of prints is
personal and emotional – recently Zoe and her father
took part in a 100 mile cycle ride, in the most
challenging of weather conditions to raise money for
charity. This work is in part a reflection on their
experience and a celebration of the bicycle both
historically and within contemporary society.

Peter Rapp (3)
Elvish-mark’d, abortive, rooting hog [ £ 325].
Poisonous bunch-back’d toad [ £ 325].
Cockatrice [ £ 325].
These three etchings have been made using
Shakespeare’s Richard III as a source. Peter has used
the rich visual imagery of Shakespeare’s text in a
playful exploration and translation of the human
condition and its obsession with power, manipulation
and control.

Sue Rowland (1)
Liberty Shoes I – Style and Folklore [ £ 300 ].
Liberty Shoes II - History and Place [ £ 300 ].
Sue was inspired by Leicester’s Liberty shoe
company, discovering visual images and aspects
of its industrial past. As well as researching into
the 1920s factory building and plans, newspaper
articles and old adverts, Sue worked closely with
some of the beautiful original shoes from the
collection at New Walk Museum, Leicester.

Carol Savage (1)
The Carp at the Dragon Gate [ £ NFS ].
This monumental monoprint is inspired by the
aquarium-like Cube Gallery. It depicts the Buddhist
allegory of the Carp at Dragon Gate, where a simple
carp surmounts the formidable Dragon Gate
Waterfall and, by virtue of its efforts, turns into a
dragon, king of beasts. The making of it has been
Carol’s ow  n journey of overcoming obstacles to
achieve a scale of print she has never before
attempted.

Serena Smith (1)
Makeshift [ £ NFS ]. Makeshift [ £ 20 ].
Makeshift is a response to the text Invisible
Architecture, by writer and poet Barbara Guest. The
various pieces of working ephemera shown together
with the printed work document the process of
thinking and making that shifts an idea from virtual
space into tangible form.

Soraya Smithson (1, 2, 3)
Carpet Sample Books – LCB Depot [ £ 395].
Carpet Sample Books – Curve [ £ 395].
Carpet Sample Books – Phoenix [ £ 395].
Soraya chose to collaborate with each exhibition
venue, using sketches, notes and doodles to create
a specific piece for each location that reflected how
these places function and breathe. This work tells
a story though images generated by the individuals
who work in and use the buildings.

Sally Stephens (2)
Audience [ £ 600].
Sally is interested in the relationship between the
individual and the crowd and how the individual is
partly lost through the shared activity of watching.
Each head in this silkscreen print was drawn as a
monoprint from photographs of crowds at events
including the London Marathon and a music festival. 

Lucy Stevens & Rishii Chowdhury (1)
The Swithland Wood Recordings [ £ NFS].
Representing Birdsong is a collaborative project
between sound and visual artist Lucy Stevens and
tabla player Rishii Chowdhury. Using the sounds of
native birds, the artists have fused field recordings,
musical improvisation and drawing techniques. A short
film has been created to document the process of the
project and reveal the various stages of creating the
work, this can be viewed on the LPW website.

Joyce Thomas (3)
Show Jumper I – 3 [ £ 210 each].
Show Jumpers [ £ 440].
Show Jumper - Take Off, Flight and Landing
[ £ 440].
The show jumpers featured in this series of images are
a playful response to the jumpers manufactured by
Leicester’s famous knitwear industry. Joyce has used
several printing plates to create each image: first the
background was printed from a rectangle of knitted
cotton made into a plate, then the horse and rider on
a separate plate, and finally the fences were added
using a drypoint plate.

Alan Treherne (2)
The Wire Quartet [ £ 200 ].
These solar plate etchings have their origin in a
set of 35mm monochrome film negatives taken in
Staffordshire in 1974. They show steel reinforcing mesh
that had been flytipped. In the convoluted chance
arrangements of mesh, a visual connection was made
with modern architectural forms.

Sue Vanderplank (2)
Untitled 1 & 2 [ £ 120]. Seed Heads 1 & 2 [ £ 120].
Spring [ £ NFS]. Summer [ £ NFS].
Autumn [ £ NFS].
Sue’s work is inspired by nature, from wild flowers,
seed heads and skeletal forms observed in the
countryside, to flowers grown in her own garden. The
plant forms are simplified, abstracted and combined
with colour, pattern and texture. Using collage and
stitch with print has enabled Sue to work in a more
immediate, spontaneous way.

Further information about the exhibition and forthcoming events can be found on our
website at www.leicesterprintworkshop.com/p2p2014

(1) LCB Depot. (2) Curve. (3) Phoenix. To purchase any of the work from this exhibition please contact us at info@leicesterprintworkshop.com


